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The New York Times bestselling author hailed as
“the UK’s answer to Tina Fey, Chelsea Handler,
and Lena Dunham all rolled into one” (Marie Claire)
makes her fiction debut with a hilarious yet deeply
moving coming of age novel. What do you do in your
teenage years when you realize what your parents
taught you wasn’t enough? You must go out and
find books and poetry and pop songs and bad
heroes—and build yourself. It’s 1990. Johanna
Morrigan, fourteen, has shamed herself so badly on
local TV that she decides that there’s no point in
being Johanna anymore and reinvents herself as
Dolly Wilde—fast-talking, hard-drinking Gothic hero
and full-time Lady Sex Adventurer. She will save her
poverty-stricken Bohemian family by becoming a
writer—like Jo in Little Women, or the Bröntes—but
without the dying young bit. By sixteen, she’s
smoking cigarettes, getting drunk and working for a
music paper. She’s writing pornographic letters to
rock-stars, having all the kinds of sex with all kinds of
men, and eviscerating bands in reviews of 600
words or less. But what happens when Johanna
realizes she’s built Dolly with a fatal flaw? Is a box
full of records, a wall full of posters, and a head full
of paperbacks, enough to build a girl after all?
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Imagine The Bell Jar written by Rizzo from Grease.
How to Build a Girl is a funny, poignant, and
heartbreakingly evocative story of self-discovery and
invention, as only Caitlin Moran could tell it.
Literary ombudsman John Crace never met an
important book he didnt like to deconstruct.From
Salman Rushdie to John Grisham, Crace retells the
big books in just 500 bitingly satirical words, pointing
his pen at the clunky plots, stylistic tics and
pretensions to Big Ideas, as he turns publishers
golden dream books into dross. In the grand tradition
of Tom Lehrer and Stan Freberg, Crace takes the
books that produce the most media hype and retells
each story in its authors inimitable style. Philip Roth,
Don Delillo, Margaret Drabble, Paul Auster, Alice
Sebold, John Updike, Tom Wolfe, Ruth Rendell, A.S.
Byatt, John LeCarre, Michael Crichton and Ian
McEwan all emerge delightfully scathed in this book
that makes it easy to talk knowingly about books
youve never bothered to read or, for that matter,
should have.
An accessible blueprint to embolden our daughters
to be critical thinkers, fearless doers, and joyful
change agents for our future—from the proud mother
of teen activist Marley Dias, founder of
1000BLACKGIRLBOOKS. “A powerful resource for
caregivers trying to raise courageous girls . . . It’s
my go-to and my how-to.”—Kwame Alexander, New
York Times bestselling author of Light for the World
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to See Renowned sociologist Dr. Janice Johnson
Dias has devoted her life to nurturing and training
girls to become change-makers—whether through her
investment in her daughter Marley’s humanitarian
projects or through her work with the GrassROOTS
Community Foundation’s “SuperCamp.” In these
unprecedented times, her work has never been more
urgent, as parents find themselves asking: How do
we teach our children to change the world? Dr.
Johnson Dias knows that self-realized girls are
created through intentional parenting. And so she
asks parents to make deliberate choices—from
babyhood through adolescence—that will give their
girls the resources and foundation to take hold of
their own futures and to create sustainable social
change. Unlike other parenting experts, Dr. Johnson
Dias doesn’t urge parents to focus solely on their
children. Instead, she tasks them with a personal
challenge: to find their own joy. Just as Dr. Johnson
Dias brings her own jubilant passion to parenting,
mentoring, and teaching, she inspires caregivers to
do the same. Using cutting-edge research and Dr.
Johnson Dias’s own experiences, Parent Like It
Matters offers information and strategies for making
discussions of racism and sexism a daily practice,
identifying heroes and mentors, educating
yourselves together, and uncovering your girl’s
passions and what issues drive her the most.
Parenting is enormous work; it can be as
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overwhelming as it is fulfilling. Within the pages of
Parent Like It Matters, parents will find the invaluable
tools they need to raise resilient, optimistic girls who
determine for themselves what their world will look
like.
We’ve all been told that nice girls don’t get the
corner office. And they certainly don’t strike out on
their own to start a million-dollar company. . .
Fortunately, we all know better. As the head of the
highly successful SBTV.com (Small Business
Television), author Susan Solovic is an authority on
making money and building a thriving business. Now
inThe Girls’ Guide to Building a Million-Dollar
Business, she shows women how to gain the
confidence and knowledge they need to become
successful entrepreneurs. Featuring interviews with
daring, powerhouse women like Gayle Martz,
President & CEO, Sherpa’s Pet Training Company,
and Taryn Rose of Taryn Rose International, Solovic
offers frank advice and hard-won lessons including:•
Taking emotions out of the workplace. Make
business decisions based on what is best for the
company, not on your personal feelings.• Thinking
big and bold. Believe that you can be successful and
be willing to announce your intentions to the world.•
Managing for growth. Hire the right people and
discover the best ways to keep them.• Never being
afraid to take a chance. Boost profits by taking
financial risks.Inspiring and and unflinching, The
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Girls’ Guide to Building a Million-Dollar
Businessshows women that not only do they have
the power to earn more money and control their
financial destinies—they deserve to.
Palpasa Café tells the story of an artist, Drishya,
during the height of the Nepalese Civil War. The
novel is partly a love story of Drishya and the first
generation American Nepali, Palpasa, who has
returned to the land of her parents after 9/11. It is
often called an anti-war novel, and describes the
effects of the civil war on the Nepali countryside that
Drishya travels to.
New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street
Journal Bestseller! Girls can rule the world—all they
need is confidence. This empowering, entertaining
guide from the bestselling authors of The Confidence
Code gives girls the essential yet elusive code to
becoming bold, brave, and fearless. It’s a paradox
familiar to parents everywhere: girls are achieving
like never before, yet they’re consumed with doubt
on the inside. Girls worry constantly about how they
look, what people think, whether to try out for a
sports team or school play, why they aren’t getting
“perfect” grades, and how many likes and followers
they have online. Katty Kay and Claire Shipman use
cutting-edge science and research, as well as
proven methods of behavioral change, to reach girls
just when they need it the most—the tween and teen
years. Packed with graphic novel strips; appealing
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illustrations; fun lists, quizzes, and challenges; and
true stories from tons of real girls, The Confidence
Code for Girls teaches girls to embrace risk, deal
with failure, and be their most authentic selves. If
you or the girl in your life loved The Gutsy Girl or
Rad American Women A-Z, you'll love this.
The revolutionary literary vision that sowed the
seeds of Objectivism, Ayn Rand's groundbreaking
philosophy, and brought her immediate worldwide
acclaim. This modern classic is the story of
intransigent young architect Howard Roark, whose
integrity was as unyielding as granite...of Dominique
Francon, the exquisitely beautiful woman who loved
Roark passionately, but married his worst
enemy...and of the fanatic denunciation unleashed
by an enraged society against a great creator. As
fresh today as it was then, Rand’s provocative novel
presents one of the most challenging ideas in all of
fiction—that man’s ego is the fountainhead of human
progress... “A writer of great power. She has a
subtle and ingenious mind and the capacity of writing
brilliantly, beautifully, bitterly...This is the only novel
of ideas written by an American woman that I can
recall.”—The New York Times
A spiffy guide to anything and everything a girl could
need to know! How to do almost anything in one
handy little book! Want to be known for your unique
style? Inside you'll learn how to design your own
clothes (p. 35), do the perfect manicure (p. 82), or
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make your own lip gloss (p. 11). Feel like impressing
your friends? Show them how you can make a
crystal (p. 16), juggle one-handed (p. 33), or deal
with a bully (p. 42). Bored and need something to
do? Not anymore when you find out how to keep a
secret diary (p. 88), make a scrapbook (p. 9), or put
together a dance routine (p. 24). And tons of other
neat-o things you need to know how to do!
Soon to be a major film directed by Coky Giedroyc and
starring Ladybird's Beanie Feldstein as Johanna
Morrigan and Game of Thrones's Alfie Allen as John Kite
My name’s Johanna Morrigan. I’m fourteen, and I’ve
just decided to kill myself. I don’t really want to die, of
course! I just need to kill Johanna, and build a new girl.
Dolly Wilde will be everything I want to be, and more! But
as with all the best coming-of-age stories, it doesn’t
exactly go to plan... A Number One Sunday Times
bestseller in hardback and paperback, from the awardwinning and Sunday Times bestselling author of How to
Be a Woman.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by
African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is
considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the
1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.
Since the release of his first best-selling album Look
Sharp in 1979, Joe Jackson has forged a singular career
in music through his originality as a composer and his
notoriously independent stance toward music-business
fashion. He has also been a famously private person,
whose lack of interest in his own celebrity has been
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interpreted by some as aloofness. That reputation is
shattered by A Cure for Gravity, Jackson's enormously
funny and revealing memoir of growing up musical, from
a culturally impoverished childhood in a rough English
port town to the Royal Academy of Music, through
London's Punk and New Wave scenes, up to the brink of
pop stardom. Jackson describes his life as a teenage
Beethoven fanatic; his early piano gigs for audiences of
glass-throwing skinheads; and his days on the road with
long-forgotten club bands. Far from a standard-issue
celebrity autobiography, A Cure for Gravity is a smart,
passionate book about music, the creative process, and
coming of age as an artist.
Are you smart enough to take over a girl's heart? Leave
it to a nine-year-old to get down to the basics about how
to win victory with a girl. How to talk to girls is for boys of
all ages—from eight to eighty—and the girls they like. So
read this book and then you're ready. Good luck! Tips:
Comb your hair and don't wear sweats Control your
hyperness (cut down on the sugar if you have to) Don't
act desperate
A Kirkus Reviews Best Young Adult Book of 2020 Family
isn't something you're born into — it's something you
build. One young woman’s journey to find her place in
the world as the carefully separated strands of her life —
family, money, school, and love — begin to overlap and
tangle. All sixteen-year-old Izzy Crawford wants is to feel
like she really belongs somewhere. Her father, a marine,
died in Iraq six years ago, and Izzy’s moved to a new
town nearly every year since, far from the help of her
extended family in North Carolina and Puerto Rico.
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When Izzy’s hardworking mom moves their small family
to Virginia, all her dreams start clicking into place. She
likes her new school—even if Izzy is careful to keep her
scholarship-student status hidden from her well-to-do
classmates and her new athletic and popular boyfriend.
And best of all: Izzy’s family has been selected by
Habitat for Humanity to build and move into a brand-new
house. Izzy is this close to the community and
permanence she’s been searching for, until all the
secret pieces of her life begin to collide. How to Build a
Heart is the story of Izzy’s journey to find her place in
the world and her discovery that the choices we make
and the people we love ultimately define us and bring us
home.
Does your beautiful daughter love drawing, coloring and
expressing herself? Containing over 52 different coloring
pages with positive, confidence boosting words and
phrases, this is the perfect activity book for your young
one! Sadly enough, in this day and age, many young
girls suffer from a lack of self-confidence and a true
sense of belonging amongst others. Statistics show that
around the world, up to 75% of young girls consistently
struggle with low self-esteem and not knowing their true
purpose in life. At GO GO CREATE!, we decided to put
together a one of a kind coloring book designed to help
build confidence and provide educational fun for girls
from ages 4 - 12 years old. In "Girl, You Are Bold and
Beautiful", here is just a fraction of what we've included:
52 beautifully and uniquely crafted white/black coloring
pages Hundreds of different illustrations per page
including: rainbows, butterflies, toys, stars, hearts,
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games, books, instruments, clothing and much more!
50+ Confidence building words and phrases on each
individual page 3+ hours of Entertainment and
educational fun for your young, creative artist And so
much more... If you're looking for an activity book to not
only create a strong, brave, bold and empowered young
one, but also add hours of endless educational fun and
creativity to their life... "Girl, You Are Bold and Beautiful"
is the perfect coloring book that can be given as a gift, a
souvenir or anything else you can possibly think of! Click
the "Add To Cart" button now, and give the gift of
positivity, creativity, love, and personal growth to a young
girl today!
If you were inspired by Wild and Eat, Pray, Love, you’ll
love this extraordinary true story of a woman taking the
greatest risk of her life in order to heal from the
unthinkable. After escaping an abusive marriage, Cara
Brookins had four children to provide for and no one to
turn to but herself. In desperate need of a home but
without the means to buy one, she did something
incredible. Equipped only with YouTube instructional
videos, a small bank loan and a mile-wide stubborn
streak, Cara built her own house from the foundation up
with a work crew made up of her four children. It would
be the hardest thing she had ever done. With no
experience nailing together anything bigger than a
bookshelf, she and her kids poured concrete, framed the
walls and laid bricks for their two story, five bedroom
house. She had convinced herself that if they could build
a house, they could rebuild their broken family. This mustread memoir traces one family’s rise from battered
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victims to stronger, better versions of themselves, all
through one extraordinary do-it-yourself project.
Amy Guglielmo, Jacqueline Tourville, and Giselle Potter
come together to tell the inspiring story of autism
advocate Dr. Temple Grandin and her brilliant invention:
the hug machine. As a young girl, Temple Grandin loved
folding paper kites, making obstacle courses, and
building lean-tos. But she really didn’t like hugs. Temple
wanted to be held—but to her, hugs felt like being stuffed
inside the scratchiest sock in the world; like a tidal wave
of dentist drills, sandpaper, and awful cologne, coming at
her all at once. Would she ever get to enjoy the comfort
of a hug? Then one day, Temple had an idea. If she
couldn’t receive a hug, she would make one…she would
build a hug machine!

From the New York Times bestselling author of How
to Be a Woman and Moranthology comes a
collection of Caitlin Moran’s award-winning London
Times columns that takes a clever, hilarious look at
celebrities, society, and the wacky world we live in
today—including three major new pieces exclusive to
this book. When Caitlin Moran sat down to choose
her favorite pieces for her new book, she realized
that they all shared a common theme—the same old
problems and the same old ass-hats. Then she
thought of the word ‘Moranifesto’, and she knew
what she had to do… Introducing every piece and
weaving her writing together into a brilliant, seamless
narrative—just as she did in Moranthology—Caitlin
combines the best of her recent columns with lots of
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new writing unique to this book as she offers a
characteristically fun and witty look at the news,
celebrity culture, and society. Featuring strong and
important pieces on poverty, the media, and class,
Moranifesto also focuses on how socially engaged
we’ve become as a society. And of course, Caitlin is
never afraid to address the big issues, such as
Benedict Cumberbatch and duffel coats. Who else
but Caitlin Moran—a true modern Renaissance
woman—could deal with topics as pressing and
diverse as the beauty of musicals, affordable
housing, Daft Punk, and why the Internet is like a
drunken toddler? Covering everything from Hillary
Clinton to UTIs, Caitlin’s manifesto is an engaging
and mischievous rallying call for our times.
1913 - Suffragette throws herself under the King's
horse. 1969 - Feminists storm Miss World. NOW Caitlin Moran rewrites The Female Eunuch from a
bar stool and demands to know why pants are
getting smaller. There's never been a better time to
be a woman: we have the vote and the Pill, and we
haven't been burnt as witches since 1727. However,
a few nagging questions do remain... Why are we
supposed to get Brazilians? Should you get Botox?
Do men secretly hate us? What should you call your
vagina? Why does your bra hurt? And why does
everyone ask you when you're going to have a
baby? Part memoir, part rant, Caitlin Moran answers
these questions and more in How To Be A Woman Page 12/26
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following her from her terrible 13th birthday ('I am 13
stone, have no friends, and boys throw gravel at me
when they see me') through adolescence, the
workplace, strip-clubs, love, fat, abortion, TopShop,
motherhood and beyond.
Worry no more. You can build your girl's selfconfidence and set her on a path to believing in her
ability to be or do anything she wants to in the world.
And it's not as hard as you think. Girl on Purpose
covers my entire journey-what caused my low selfconfidence as a kid, the a-ha moment that turned it
around, and what I do to continue building my
daughters' power muscles to this day. In this book
you'll learn: . The breakthrough that empowered me
to choose self-confidence -How to create a
confidence framework for your girl -The importance
of mindset (yours and hers) - My technique to
successfully manage negative self-talk -How I
started owning my emotions and taught my girls to
do the same -Why your daughter's circle of friends
matters
A comprehensive collection of lifestyle information,
including tips on eating, exercising, and fashion.
Fifteen-year-old Morag Narmo really doesn't want to
go to school any more. She and her siblings would
rather feed their heads into the waste-disposal unit
than "do the academical". So they are all stunned
when their parents whisk them out of school and
embark on a home-schooling experiment. But with
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five children, two unruly pets and some extremely
eccentric attitudes, the educational experiment soon
descends into chaos... Witty, razor-sharp and laughout-loud funny, The Chronicles of Narmo show us
how before Caitlin Moran knew How to be a Woman,
she had to find out How to be a Girl.
The reader is put in charge of building a fantastical
library where everything is possible including a
waterslide, zip line, really large ladders, and of
course, a full-service sudae bar.
A hilarious yet deeply moving coming-of-age novel
from New York Times bestselling author Caitlin
Moran, “the U.K.’s answer to Tina Fey, Chelsea
Handler, and Lena Dunham all rolled into one”
(Marie Claire) What do you do in your teenage years
when you realize what your parents taught you
wasn’t enough? You must go out and find books
and poetry and pop songs and bad heroes—and build
yourself. It’s 1990. Johanna Morrigan, fourteen, has
shamed herself so badly on local TV that she
decides that there’s no point in being Johanna
anymore and reinvents herself as Dolly Wilde—fasttalking, hard-drinking Gothic hero and full-time Lady
Sex Adventurer! She will save her poverty-stricken
Bohemian family by becoming a writer—like Jo in
Little Women, or the Bröntes—but without the dying
young bit. By sixteen, she’s smoking cigarettes,
getting drunk and working for a music paper. She’s
writing pornographic letters to rock stars, having all
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kinds of sex with all kinds of men and eviscerating
bands in reviews of 600 words or less. But what
happens when Johanna realizes she’s built Dolly
with a fatal flaw? Is a box full of records, a wall full of
posters and a head full of paperbacks enough to
build a girl after all? Imagine The Bell Jar—written by
Rizzo from Grease. How to Build a Girl is a funny,
poignant and heartbreakingly evocative story of selfdiscovery and invention, as only Caitlin Moran could
tell it.
Girls Garage is the only book you'll ever need for a
lifetime of tools and building. Not sure which screws
to buy? Need to fix a running toilet? With Girls
Garage, you'll have the expertise to tackle these
problems with your own hands. Or maybe you want
to get creative and build something totally new. A
birdhouse? A bookshelf? Girls Garage has you
covered. Packed with illustrations that will build
confidence for your next hardware store run,
practical advice on everything from quick fixes to
safety tips, and inspiring stories from real-world
builder girls and women, this eye-catching volume
makes the technical accessible. This is the guide
every girl needs to take her life into her own hands.
Girls, get in touch with your inner badass, and get
building • Informative, inspiring, and designed for
everyday use, this is the ultimate book of book of
building and woodcraft for girls. • A true confidence
builder for girls interested in STEM, woodworking,
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and home improvement. • Along with her design
agency and Girl's Garage, Emily Pilloton has been
featured on television shows and the documentary
film If You Build It. Girls Garage will be both a trusted
household resource and a wellspring of inspiration
and encouragement in the vein of Women in Science
and Headstrong: 52 Women Who Changed Science
and the World. • Nonfiction books for girls age 14
and up • Woodcraft, home repair, kids building
projects • Inspiring Kids DIY for teens Emily Pilloton
is a designer, builder, educator, and founder of the
nonprofit design agency Project H Design and Girls
Garage. Her ideas have made their way to the TED
stage, the Colbert Report, and the full-length
documentary If You Build It. She is currently a
lecturer in the College of Environmental Design at
the University of California, Berkeley. She lives in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
"One of the world's most vaunted dating experts shows you
what to text, when to text it, and why... So you can get the
dates and girlfriends you deserve..." -A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK "An
intense psychological drama that will be embraced by serious
book clubs and fans of Lionel Shriver's We Need to Talk
about Kevin." —Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times
bestselling author "A poetic, propulsive read that set my
nerves jangling." —Lisa Jewell, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Then She Was Gone A tense, page-turning
psychological drama about the making and breaking of a
family—and a woman whose experience of motherhood is
nothing at all what she hoped for—and everything she feared
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Blythe Connor is determined that she will be the warm,
comforting mother to her new baby Violet that she herself
never had. But in the thick of motherhood's exhausting early
days, Blythe becomes convinced that something is wrong
with her daughter—she doesn't behave like most children do.
Or is it all in Blythe's head? Her husband, Fox, says she's
imagining things. The more Fox dismisses her fears, the more
Blythe begins to question her own sanity, and the more we
begin to question what Blythe is telling us about her life as
well. Then their son Sam is born—and with him, Blythe has the
blissful connection she'd always imagined with her child.
Even Violet seems to love her little brother. But when life as
they know it is changed in an instant, the devastating fall-out
forces Blythe to face the truth. The Push is a tour de force
you will read in a sitting, an utterly immersive novel that will
challenge everything you think you know about motherhood,
about what we owe our children, and what it feels like when
women are not believed.
It's BUILD A BOOK FOR GIRLS, an exciting activity journal
designed to develop a love of writing and encourage
creativity! In BUILD A BOOK FOR GIRLS, kids are presented
with a new and exciting activity journal. This book is designed
to develop a love of writing while encouraging creativity.
While completing the activities, girls will be honing the skills
they need to build their own book—without even realizing it!
With an ever increasing emphasis on creative writing, this
book gives girls a head-start into exploring their imaginations
in a structured, positive way.
Celebrate the can-do attitude of fierce girls who know how to
wield a hammer, fire up a saw, and build everything from a
bookshelf to a playhouse. Featuring project photographs, this
guide will inspire you to pick up your power tools and make
something great. Carpenter Katie Hughes frequently found
that she was the only woman on construction worksites. To
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change that, she began teaching classes to girls ages 8-14,
showing them how to drill, saw, and weld. Her classes quickly
became sold out summer camps and she founded her own
non-profit, Girls Build. Girls Who Build features candid and
arresting photographs of forty-five girls showing off their
power tools and can-do attitudes. Accompanying each girl is
a profile interview where she speaks to her inspirations and
favorite builds, plus tips for others starting out. Also included
are building skills, techniques, and safety tips to teach girls -and older beginners -- how to handle hammers, drills, and
saws plus thirteen do-it-herself building projects (from the
featured girls themselves) such as picture frames,
nightstands, playhouses, and more.
THE GLOBAL BESTSELLER • Soon to be a BBC One and
HBO Max limited four-part series, starring Gugu Mbatha-Raw
(The Morning Show; Misbehaviour) and multiple Golden
Globe, BAFTA, and Emmy-nominated actor David Oyelowo
(Selma; Les Misérables) “A pitch-perfect novel of
psychological suspense” (Lee Child) that spins one woman’s
seemingly good fortune, and another woman’s mysterious
fate, through a kaleidoscope of duplicity, death, and
deception Please make a list of every possession you
consider essential to your life. The request seems odd, even
intrusive—and for the two women who answer, the
consequences are devastating. EMMA Reeling from a
traumatic break-in, Emma wants a new place to live. But none
of the apartments she sees are affordable or feel safe. Until
One Folgate Street. The house is an architectural
masterpiece: a minimalist design of pale stone, plate glass,
and soaring ceilings. But there are rules. The enigmatic
architect who designed the house retains full control: no
books, no throw pillows, no photos or clutter or personal
effects of any kind. The space is intended to transform its
occupant—and it does. JANE After a personal tragedy, Jane
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needs a fresh start. When she finds One Folgate Street she is
instantly drawn to the space—and to its aloof but seductive
creator. Moving in, Jane soon learns about the untimely death
of the home’s previous tenant, a woman similar to Jane in
age and appearance. As Jane tries to untangle truth from lies,
she unwittingly follows the same patterns, makes the same
choices, crosses paths with the same people, and
experiences the same terror, as the girl before. Praise for The
Girl Before “Dazzling, startling, and above all cunning—a pitchperfect novel of psychological suspense.”—Lee Child “The
Girl Before generates a fast pace. . . . [J. P.] Delaney
intersperses ethics questions on stand-alone pages
throughout the book. . . . The single most ingenious touch is
that we’re not provided either woman’s answers.”—The New
York Times “J. P. Delaney builds the suspense.”—Vanity Fair
“Immediate guarantee: You will not be able to put this book
down. . . . Fans of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train will
realize that there’s not only more where that came from, but
it’s also more thrilling.”—American Booksellers Association
A collection of essays, lectures, and observations on the art
of writing fiction from Alice McDermott, winner of the National
Book Award and unmatched "virtuoso of language and
image" (Rebecca Steinitz, The Boston Globe) What About the
Baby? Some Thoughts on the Art of Fiction gathers the
bestselling novelist Alice McDermott’s pithiest wisdom about
her chosen art, acquired over a lifetime as an acclaimed
writer and teacher of writing. From technical advice (“check
that your verbs aren’t burdened by unnecessary hads and
woulds”) to setting the bar (“I expect the fiction I read to carry
with it the conviction that it is written with no other incentive
than that it must be written”), from the demands of readers
(“they’d been given a story with a baby in it, and they damn
well wanted that baby accounted for”) to the foibles of public
life (“I’ve never subscribed to the notion that a film
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adaptation is the final imprimatur for a work of fiction, despite
how often I’ve been told by encouraging friends and
strangers, ‘Maybe they’ll make a movie of your novel,’ as if
I’d been aiming for a screenplay all along but somehow
missed the mark and wrote a novel by mistake”), McDermott
muses trenchantly and delightfully about the craft of fiction.
She also serves throughout as the artful conductor of a
literary chorus, quoting generously from the work of other
great writers (including Tolstoy, Shakespeare, Nabokov,
Morrison, and Woolf ), beautifully joining her voice with theirs.
These stories of lessons learned and books read, and of the
terrors and the joys of what she calls “this mad pursuit,” form
a rich and valuable sourcebook for readers and writers alike:
a deeply charming meditation on the unique gift that is
literature.
Seventeen-year-old Harper Evans hopes to escape the
effects of her father's divorce on her family and friendships by
volunteering her summer to build a house in a small
Tennessee town devastated by a tornado.
The author of the international bestseller How to Be a Woman
returns with another “hilarious neo-feminist manifesto” (NPR)
in which she reflects on parenting, middle-age, marriage,
existential crises—and, of course, feminism. A decade ago,
Caitlin Moran burst onto the scene with her instant bestseller,
How to Be a Woman, a hilarious and resonant take on
feminism, the patriarchy, and all things womanhood. Moran’s
seminal book followed her from her terrible 13th birthday
through adolescence, the workplace, strip-clubs, love, and
beyond—and is considered the inaugural work of the irreverent
confessional feminist memoir genre that continues to occupy
a major place in the cultural landscape. Since that
publication, it’s been a glorious ten years for young women:
Barack Obama loves Fleabag, and Dior make “FEMINIST” tshirts. However, middle-aged women still have some
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nagging, unanswered questions: Can feminists have Botox?
Why isn’t there such a thing as “Mum Bod”? Why do
hangovers suddenly hurt so much? Is the camel-toe the new
erogenous zone? Why do all your clothes suddenly hate you?
Has feminism gone too far? Will your To Do List ever end?
And WHO’S LOOKING AFTER THE CHILDREN? As timely
as it is hysterically funny, this memoir/manifesto will have
readers laughing out loud, blinking back tears, and redefining
their views on feminism and the patriarchy. More Than a
Woman is a brutally honest, scathingly funny, and absolutely
necessary take on the life of the modern woman—and one that
only Caitlin Moran can provide.

The Instant New York Times bestseller A TODAY
Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A captivating
debut novel about the tangled fates of two best
friends and daughters of the Italian mafia, and a
coming-of-age story of twentieth-century Brooklyn
itself. Two daughters. Two families. One inescapable
fate. Sofia Colicchio is a free spirit, loud and
untamed. Antonia Russo is thoughtful, ever
observing the world around her. Best friends since
birth, they live in the shadow of their fathers’
unspoken community: the Family. Sunday dinners
gather them each week to feast, discuss business,
and renew the intoxicating bond borne of blood and
love. But the disappearance of Antonia’s father
drives a whisper-thin wedge between the girls as
they grow into women, wives, mothers, and leaders.
Their hearts expand in tandem with Red Hook and
Brooklyn around them, as they push against the
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boundaries of society’s expectations and fight to
preserve their complex but life-sustaining friendship.
One fateful night their loyalty to each other and the
Family will be tested. Only one of them can pull the
trigger before it’s too late.
Candace Bushnell, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Sex and the City, and Katie
Cotugno, New York Times bestselling author of 99
Days, team up to write a smart, feminist novel about
a girl who fights to expose sexism at her school after
a run-in with a predatory teacher. It starts before you
can even remember: You learn the rules for being a
girl. . . . Marin has always been good at navigating
these unspoken guidelines. A star student and editor
of the school paper, she dreams of getting into
Brown University. Marin’s future seems bright—and
her young, charismatic English teacher, Mr. Beckett,
is always quick to admire her writing and talk books
with her. But when “Bex” takes things too far and
comes on to Marin, she’s shocked and horrified.
Had she somehow led him on? Was it her fault?
When Marin works up the courage to tell the
administration what happened, no one believes her.
She’s forced to face Bex in class every day. Except
now, he has an ax to grind. But Marin isn’t about to
back down. She uses the school newspaper to fight
back and she starts a feminist book club at school.
She finds allies in the most unexpected people, like
“slutty” Gray Kendall, who she’d always dismissed
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as just another lacrosse bro. As things heat up at
school and in her personal life, Marin must figure out
how to take back the power and write her own rules.
A TikTok sensation, this rom-com about a young
woman who agrees to fake date a colleague and
bring him to her sister’s wedding has “everything
you could want in a romance” (Helen Hoang, New
York Times bestselling author). Catalina Martín
desperately needs a date to her sister’s wedding.
Especially since her little white lie about her
American boyfriend has spiralled out of control. Now
everyone she knows—including her ex and his
fiancée—will be there and eager to meet him. She
only has four weeks to find someone willing to cross
the Atlantic and aid in her deception. New York to
Spain is no short flight and her raucous family won’t
be easy to fool. Enter Aaron Blackford—her tall,
handsome, condescending colleague—who
surprisingly offers to step in. She’d rather refuse;
never has there been a more aggravating, bloodboiling, and insufferable man. But Catalina is
desperate, and as the wedding draws nearer, Aaron
looks like her best option. And she begins to realize
he might not be as terrible in the real world as he is
at the office.
Johanna Morrigan (aka Dolly Wilde) has it all: she is
nineteen, lives in her own flat in London, and writes
for the coolest music magazine in Britain. Her star is
rising, just not quickly enough for her liking. Then
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John Kite, Johanna’s unrequited love, has an album
go to number one. Suddenly John exists on another
plane of reality: that of the Famouses, a world of
rabid fans and VIP access. Johanna lacks the
traditional trappings of fame (famous parents, mindscorching hotness, exotic sandals, etc.), so she does
the only thing a self-respecting Lady Sex Adventurer
can do. She starts a magazine column critiquing the
lives and follies of the Famouses around her. But as
Johanna skyrockets to fame herself, she begins to
realize that with celebrity comes sacrifice, and hers
may mean giving up the one person she was
determined to keep. For anyone who has been a girl
or known one, who has admired fame or judged it,
How to Be Famous is a big-hearted, hilarious tale of
fame and fortune—and all that they entail.
Welcome to Code Like a Girl, where you'll get
started on the adventure of coding with cool projects
and step-by-step tips, from the co-author of the
bestselling The Daring Book for Girls. Coding is
about creativity, self-expression, and telling your
story. It's solving problems and being curious,
building things, making the world a better place, and
creating a future. It's about you: whoever you are,
wherever you're at, whatever you want. Nearly
everything you encounter on a screen is made from
code. You see, with code you can have an idea and
put it into action: it's your voice and your vision. From
the outside, tech and code may seem puzzling and
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mysterious, but when you get through the door and
past the first few beginner steps and your code starts
to work, it feels like magic. In this book, you'll learn
how to: - Code with Scratch--projects like making a
dog walk through the park, sending your friend a
card, and devising a full-scoring game! - Build your
own computer--really! - Create your own digital
fortune-teller, with the Python language. - Make your
own smartphone gloves. - Make light-up bracelets. Code a motion sensor that tells you when someone
enters your room. - And lots more!
Andrea McLean, No. 1 Sunday Times bestselling
author and award-winning TV broadcaster, opens up
about her journey from trauma, toxic relationships
and divorce towards empowerment, happiness and
healing. Do you ever feel like you're just existing, not
truly living? Do you often dwell on how unfair life can
be, and how things haven't worked out the way you
planned? We've all been there. But it's time to
decide what YOU are going to DO about it. No
matter what hand you've been dealt, it's in your
power to take control and create a life alight with
possibility and joy. After walking away from an
abusive relationship, Andrea McLean continued
putting on a brave face and pretending that
everything was fine - all the while ignoring the
psychological fallout of her trauma. Finally, it came
time to say 'enough!' It was time to make a change.
In This Girl Is On Fire, Andrea shares her journey to
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healing, along with universal lessons in overcoming
past trauma, breakdown, burnout and more. Even
more vitally, she lights the path towards finding what
gets our blood pumping, our eyes shining, and
makes us get up in the morning - what sets us on
fire.
This songbook of 14 songs from the much-loved
Broadway musical and classic motion picture, Annie
has been expertly arranged for piano and voice. This
is the eBook version of the original, offical edition.
Including all-time favourites from Charles Strouse
and Martin Charnin such as Tomorrow and It's The
Hard-Knock Life. Contents: Annie Easy Street I Don't
Need Anything But You I Think I'm Gonna Like It
Here It's The Hard-Knock Life Little Girls Maybe A
New Deal For Christmas N.Y.C Something Was
Missing Tomorrow We'd Like To Thank You, Herbert
Hoover You Won't Be An Orphan For Long You're
Never Fully Dressed Without A Smile
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